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Summary. We shall describen-dimensional spaces with the reper operation [7, pages
72–79]. An inspiration to such approach comes from the monograph [9] and so-called Leibniz
program. Let us recall that the Leibniz program is a program of algebraization of geometry
using purely geometric notions. Leibniz formulated his program in opposition to algebraiza-
tion method developed by Descartes. The Euclidean geometry in Szmielew’s approach [9]
is a theory of structures〈S; ‖,⊕,O〉, where〈S; ‖,⊕,O〉 is Desarguesian midpoint plane and
O⊆ S×S×S is the relation of equi-orthogonal basis. Pointso, p,q are in relationO if they
form an isosceles triangle with the right angle in vertexa. If we fix verticesa, p, then there
exist exactly two pointsq,q′ such thatO(apq), O(apq′). Moreoverq⊕q′ = a. In accordance
with the Leibniz program we replace the relation of equi-orthogonal basis by a binary opera-
tion ∗ : S×S→ S, called the reper operation. A standard model for the Euclidean geometry in
the above sense is the oriented plane over the field of real numbers with the reper operations∗
defined by the condition:a∗b= q iff the pointq is the result of rotating ofp about right angle
around the centera.

MML Identifier: MIDSP_3.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol4/midsp_3.html

The articles [10], [12], [3], [4], [2], [5], [1], [11], [6], and [8] provide the notation and terminology
for this paper.

1. SUBSTITUTIONS IN TUPLES

For simplicity, we adopt the following rules:n, i, j, k, l are natural numbers,D is a non empty set,
c, d are elements ofD, andp, q, r are finite sequences of elements ofD.

The following propositions are true:

(1) If lenp= j +1+k, then there existq, r, csuch that lenq= j and lenr = k andp= qa 〈c〉a r.

(2) If i ∈ Segn, then there existj, k such thatn = j +1+k andi = j +1.

(3) Supposep= qa 〈c〉a r andi = lenq+1. Then for everyl such that 1≤ l andl ≤ lenq holds
p(l) = q(l) andp(i) = c and for everyl such thati +1≤ l andl ≤ lenp holdsp(l) = r(l − i).

(4) l ≤ j or l = j +1 or j +2≤ l .

(5) If l ∈ Segn\{i} andi = j +1, then 1≤ l andl ≤ j or i +1≤ l andl ≤ n.

Let us considern, i, D, d and letp be an element ofDn+1. Let us assume thati ∈ Seg(n+ 1).
The functorp(i/d) yielding an element ofDn+1 is defined by:

(Def. 1) p(i/d)(i) = d and for everyl such thatl ∈ domp\{i} holdsp(i/d)(l) = p(l).

1 c© Association of Mizar Users
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2. REPERALGEBRA STRUCTURE AND ITSPROPERTIES

Let us considern. We consider structures of reper algebra overn as extensions of midpoint algebra
structure as systems

〈 a carrier, a midpoint operation, a reper〉,
where the carrier is a set, the midpoint operation is a binary operation on the carrier, and the reper
is a function from the carriern into the carrier.

Let us considern, let A be a non empty set, letm be a binary operation onA, and letr be a
function fromAn into A. Note that〈A,m, r〉 is non empty.

Let us considern. Observe that there exists a structure of reper algebra overn which is non
empty.

Let us considern. Note that there exists a non empty structure of reper algebra overn+2 which
is midpoint algebra-like.

We follow the rules:R1 is a midpoint algebra-like non empty structure of reper algebra over
n+2 anda, b, d, p1, p′1 are points ofR1.

Let us consideri, D. A i-tuple ofD is an element ofDi .
Let us considern, R1, i. A i-tuple ofR1 is a i-tuple of the carrier ofR1.
In the sequelp, q aren+1-tuples ofR1.
Let us considern, R1, a. Then〈a〉 is a 1-tuple ofR1.
Let us considern, R1, i, j, let p be ai-tuple ofR1, and letq be a j-tuple ofR1. Thenpa q is a

i + j-tuple ofR1.
Next we state the proposition

(6) 〈a〉a p is an+2-tuple ofR1.

Let us considern, R1, a, p. The functor∗(a, p) yields a point ofR1 and is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) ∗(a, p) = (the reper ofR1)(〈a〉a p).

Let us considern, i, R1, d, p. The functorp�i→̇d yielding an+ 1-tuple ofR1 is defined by the
condition (Def. 3).

(Def. 3) Let givenD, p′ be an element ofDn+1, andd′ be an element ofD. If D = the carrier ofR1

andp′ = p andd′ = d, thenp�i→̇d = p′(i/d′).

One can prove the following proposition

(7) If i ∈ Seg(n + 1), then p�i→̇d(i) = d and for everyl such thatl ∈ domp \ {i} holds
p�i→̇d(l) = p(l).

Let us considern. A natural number is called a natural number ofn if:

(Def. 4) 1≤ it and it≤ n+1.

In the sequelmdenotes a natural number ofn.
The following four propositions are true:

(8) i is a natural number ofn iff i ∈ Seg(n+1).

(10)1 If i ≤ n, theni +1 is a natural number ofn.

(11) If for everym holdsp(m) = q(m), thenp = q.

(12)(i) For every natural numberl of n such thatl = i holdsp�i→̇d(l) = d, and

(ii) for all natural numbersl , i of n such thatl 6= i holdsp�i→̇d(l) = p(l).

Let us considern, D, let p be an element ofDn+1, and let us considerm. Then p(m) is an
element ofD.

Let us considern, R1. We say thatR1 is invariance if and only if:

1 The proposition (9) has been removed.
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(Def. 5) For alla, b, p, q such that for everym holds a @ q(m) = b @ p(m) holds a @ ∗(b,q) =
b@∗(a, p).

We introduceR1 is invariance as a synonym ofR1 is invariance.
Let us considern, i, R1. We say thatR1 has property of zero ini if and only if:

(Def. 6) For alla, p holds∗(a, p�i→̇a) = a.

Let us considern, i, R1. We say thatR1 is semi additive ini if and only if:

(Def. 7) For alla, p1, p such thatp(i) = p1 holds∗(a, p�i→̇a@p1
) = a@∗(a, p).

The following proposition is true

(13) If R1 is semi additive inm, then for alla, d, p, q such thatq= p�m→̇d holds∗(a, p�m→̇a@d) =
a@∗(a,q).

Let us considern, i, R1. We say thatR1 is additive ini if and only if:

(Def. 8) For alla, p1, p′1, p such thatp(i) = p1 holds∗(a, p�i→̇p1
@p′1

) = ∗(a, p) @∗(a, p�i→̇p′1
).

Let us considern, i, R1. We say thatR1 is alternative ini if and only if:

(Def. 9) For alla, p, p1 such thatp(i) = p1 holds∗(a, p�i+1→̇p1) = a.

In the sequelW is an atlas ofR1 andv is a vector ofW.
Let us considern, R1, W, i. A i-tuple ofW is a i-tuple of the carrier of the algebra ofW.
In the sequelx, y denoten+1-tuples ofW.
Let us considern, R1, W, x, i, v. The functorx�i→̇v yields an+1-tuple ofW and is defined by

the condition (Def. 10).

(Def. 10) Let givenD, x′ be an element ofDn+1, andv′ be an element ofD. SupposeD = the carrier
of the algebra ofW andx′ = x andv′ = v. Thenx�i→̇v = x′(i/v′).

Next we state three propositions:

(14) If i ∈Seg(n+1), thenx�i→̇v(i) = v and for everyl such thatl ∈ domx\{i} holdsx�i→̇v(l) =
x(l).

(15)(i) For every natural numberl of n such thatl = i holdsx�i→̇v(l) = v, and

(ii) for all natural numbersl , i of n such thatl 6= i holdsx�i→̇v(l) = x(l).

(16) If for everym holdsx(m) = y(m), thenx = y.

The schemeSeqLambdaD’deals with a natural numberA , a non empty setB, and a unary
functorF yielding an element ofB, and states that:

There exists a finite sequencezof elements ofB such that lenz= A +1 and for every
natural numberj of A holdsz( j) = F ( j)

for all values of the parameters.
Let us considern, R1, W, a, x. The functor(a,x).W yields an+1-tuple ofR1 and is defined as

follows:

(Def. 11) ((a,x).W)(m) = (a,x(m)).W.

Let us considern, R1, W, a, p. The functorW(a, p) yielding an+1-tuple ofW is defined by:

(Def. 12) W(a, p)(m) = W(a, p(m)).

Next we state three propositions:

(17) W(a, p) = x iff (a,x).W = p.

(18) W(a, (a,x).W) = x.
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(19) (a,W(a, p)).W = p.

Let us considern, R1, W, a, x. The functorΦ(a,x) yields a vector ofW and is defined by:

(Def. 13) Φ(a,x) = W(a, ∗(a,(a,x).W)).

We now state four propositions:

(20) If W(a, p) = x andW(a, b) = v, then∗(a, p) = b iff Φ(a,x) = v.

(21) R1 is invariance iff for alla, b, x holdsΦ(a,x) = Φ(b,x).

(22) 1∈ Seg(n+1).

(24)2 1 is a natural number ofn.

3. REPERALGEBRA AND ITS ATLAS

Let us considern. A midpoint algebra-like non empty structure of reper algebra overn+2 is said
to be a reper algebra ofn if:

(Def. 14) It is invariance.

For simplicity, we follow the rules:R1 is a reper algebra ofn, a, b are points ofR1, p is a
n+1-tuple ofR1, W is an atlas ofR1, v is a vector ofW, andx is an+1-tuple ofW.

One can prove the following proposition

(25) Φ(a,x) = Φ(b,x).

Let us considern, R1, W, x. The functorΦ(x) yielding a vector ofW is defined as follows:

(Def. 15) For everya holdsΦ(x) = Φ(a,x).

Next we state a number of propositions:

(26) If W(a, p) = x andW(a, b) = v andΦ(x) = v, then∗(a, p) = b.

(27) If (a,x).W = p and(a,v).W = b and∗(a, p) = b, thenΦ(x) = v.

(28) If W(a, p) = x andW(a, b) = v, thenW(a, p�m→̇b) = x�m→̇v.

(29) If (a,x).W = p and(a,v).W = b, then(a,x�m→̇v).W = p�m→̇b.

(30) R1 has property of zero inm iff for every x holdsΦ((x�m→̇0W)) = 0W.

(31) R1 is semi additive inm iff for every x holdsΦ((x�m→̇2x(m))) = 2Φ(x).

(32) If R1 is additive inm and has property of zero inm, thenR1 is semi additive inm.

(33) If R1 has property of zero inm, then R1 is additive in m iff for all x, v holds
Φ((x�m→̇x(m)+v)) = Φ(x)+Φ((x�m→̇v)).

(34) If W(a, p) = x andm≤ n, thenW(a, p�m+1→̇p(m)) = x�m+1→̇x(m).

(35) If (a,x).W = p andm≤ n, then(a,x�m+1→̇x(m)).W = p�m+1→̇p(m).

(36) If m≤ n, thenR1 is alternative inm iff for every x holdsΦ((x�m+1→̇x(m))) = 0W.

2 The proposition (23) has been removed.
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